
Multicultural Children’s Books 
e-books and e-audiobooks 

Easy 
All titles are shelved alphabetically by the author’s last name in the Easy section unless otherwise noted. 
 

 Alexie, Sherman. Thunder Boy Jr. (Easy Alexie) 
Thunder Boy Jr. wants a normal name, one that's all his own. Dad is known as Big Thunder, but 
Little Thunder doesn't want to share a name. 
Hoopla e-audiobook 
WI Digital Library e-audiobook 

 
de la Pena, Matt.  Last Stop on Market Street.  (Easy de la Pena) 

A boy rides the bus across town with his grandmother and learns to appreciate everyday beauty. 
WI Digital Library e-book 

 
Lê, Minh.  Drawn Together.  (Easy Le) 

A boy and his grandfather cross language and cultural barriers through a love of art and storytelling. 
WI Digital Library e-book 

 
Mora, Oge.  Thank You, Omu!. (Easy Mora) 

When the aroma of Omu's homemade stew fills the air, her neighbors arrive, one by one, for a taste 
until all is gone except for her generous spirit.  
WI Digital Library e-book 
 

Morales, Yuyi. Nino Wrestles the World. (Easy Morales) 
Lucha Libre champion Niño has no trouble fending off opponents, but when his little sisters awaken 
from their naps, he is in for a no-holds-barred wrestling match that will truly test his skills. 
Hoopla e-audiobook 

 
Phi, Bao.   A Different Pond. (Easy Phi) 

As a young boy, Bao Phi awoke early to fish in small Minneapolis pond with his father. Between 
hope-filled casts, Bao's father told him about a different pond in their homeland of Vietnam. 
WI Digital Library e-book 

 
Tonatiuh, Duncan. Separate is Never Equal: Sylvia Mendez and Her Family’s Fight for 
Desegregation. (Juvenile Nonfiction 921 Y34t) 

Years before the landmark U.S. Supreme Court ruling Brown v. Board of Education, Sylvia Mendez, 
an eight-year-old girl of Mexican and Puerto Rican heritage, played an instrumental role in Mendez 
v. Westminster, the landmark desegregation case of 1946 in California. 
Freading e-book 
WI Digital Library e-book 

 
Juvenile Fiction 
All titles are shelved alphabetically by the author’s last name in the Juvenile Fiction section. 
 
Alexander, Kwame. The Crossover. (Juvenile Fiction Alexander) 

Fourteen-year-old twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle with highs and lows on and off the 
court as their father ignores his declining health. 
WI Digital Library e-book and e-audiobook  

 
Cartaya, Pablo. Each Tiny Spark. (Juvenile Fiction Cartaya) 

Sixth-grader Emilia Torres struggles with ADHD, her controlling abuela, her mother's work 
commitments, her father's distance after returning from deployment, evolving friendships, and a 
conflict over school redistricting. 
WI Digital Library e-book and e-audiobook 
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Deutsch, Barry.  Hereville: how Mirka got her sword.  (Juvenile nonfiction 741.59 D489h v. 1) 

Eleven-year-old Mirka Herschberg dreams of fighting dragons and spends her days honing her 
skills, even though there are no dragons in her Orthodox Jewish community, but when she accepts a 
challenge from a mysterious witch, Mirka just might win her dragon-fighting sword after all. 
(Hereville series, book 1) 
WI Digital Library e-book 

 
Dumas, Firoozeh.  It Ain’t So Awful, Falafel.  (Juvenile Fiction Dumas) 

Eleven-year-old Zomorod, originally from Iran, tells her story of growing up Iranian in Southern 
California during the Iranian Revolution and hostage crisis of the late 1970s. 
WI Digital Library e-book 

 
Lin, Grace. Where the Mountain Meets the Moon. (Juvenile Fiction Lin) 

Minli, an adventurous girl from a poor village, buys a magical goldfish, and then joins a dragon who 
cannot fly on a quest to find the Old Man of the Moon in hopes of bringing life to Fruitless Mountain 
and freshness to Jade River. 
WI Digital Library e-book and e-audiobook 

 
Reynolds, Jason.  As brave as you.  (Juvenile Fiction Reynolds) 

When two brothers decide to prove how brave they are, everything backfires—literally. 
WI Digital Library e-book and e-audiobook 

 
Venkatraman, Padma. The Bridge Home.  (Juvenile Fiction Venkatraman) 

Life is harsh in Chennai's teeming streets, so when runaway sisters Viji and Rukku arrive, their 
prospects look grim. Fortunately, the girls find shelter--and friendship--on an abandoned bridge, and 
they form a family of sorts with two homeless boys. While making a living scavenging the city's trash 
heaps is the pits, the kids find plenty to laugh about and take pride in. 
WI Digital Library e-book and e-audiobook 

 
Warga, Jasmine.  Other Words for Home.  (Juvenile Fiction Warga)  

Sent with her mother to the safety of a relative's home in Cincinnati when her Syrian hometown is 
overshadowed by violence, Jude worries for the family members who were left behind as she 
adjusts to a new life with unexpected surprises. 
Freading e-book 
Hoopla e-book 
WI Digital Library e-book and e-audiobook 

 
Yang, Kelly.  Front Desk.  (Juvenile Fiction Yang) 

Ten-year-old Mia Tang lives in a motel and manages the front desk while her immigrant parents 
clean the rooms. Her parents let other immigrants stay for free, and if the mean motel owner, Mr. 
Yao, finds out, the Tangs will be doomed. It will take all of Mia's courage, kindness, and hard work to 
get through this year.  
WI Digital Library e-book and e-audiobook 
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